In 1989, Deutsch gave a basic physical explanation of why quantummechanical probabilities are squares of amplitudes. Essentially, a general state vector is transformed into a highly symmetric equalamplitude superposition. The argument was recently elaborated and publicised by DeWitt. It has remained incomplete, however, inasmuch as both authors anticipate the usual normalization (sum of amplitudes squared) of state vectors. In the present paper, a thought experiment is devised in which Deutsch's idea is demonstrated independently of the normalization, exploiting further symmetries instead.
According to the standard Born statistical interpretation of a state vector
the ith eigenvalue of an observable is measured with probability |ψ i | 2 . While there is no generally accepted answer as to the origin of the stochasticity, the values of the probabilities can be deduced from a variety of assumptions. The simplest way is to define a quantum state as a linear expectation-value functional over the algebra of observables [1, 2] . Thus one starts out from
(not used in this paper)
Such an equation can be taken to define "correspondence" [3] but its physical interpretation is not unproblematic [2] . A and B are formal representations of apparatuses, and it is hard to tell what kind of apparatus is represented by A + B if the summands are as different as a particle's momentum and position.
A celebrated mathematical result on quantum-mechanical probabilities is due to Gleason [4] . If normalized probabilities are to be assigned to the eigenvectors of each hermitian operator, which is what a quantum state is expected to do, then the only possibility is the amplitudes-squared prescription. Unfortunately, the existing proofs of Gleason's theorem (cf. [5, 2] ) are not easily received by many physicists.
In Deutsch's approach [6, 7, 8] only basic mathematics is involved. Moreover, sums of operators as on the lhs of (1) can be avoided; only superpositions of state vectors are required. DeWitt [8] conceals this latter advantage by presenting the argument in terms of sums of projection operators, while Deutsch [7] uses state vectors only. However, both authors anticipate in a crucial way the amplitudes-squared normalization of physical state vectors. The problem with this is that the standard normalization is physically motivated by the amplitudes-squared form of the probabilities.
In the present paper, normalizations are implicit in the unitarity of time evolutions. The latter can be inferred from something weaker than unitarity: from the assumption that none of the state vectors "decay" to the null vector. This would also be consistent with probabilities equal to the absolute values (unsquared) of amplitudes, hence it is a weaker assumption. In conjunction with symmetries of certain two-state subsystems, however, full unitarity is recovered automatically.
Following Deutsch [7] , let us consider a superposition state of the special form
Let this be coupled to an auxilliary m + n + 1-state system, and let |A and |B be substituted by normalized superpositions according to
Deutsch [7] motivates S by decision-theoretic substitutability; DeWitt [8] devises an observable whose expectation value involves S. The substitution preserves the properties A and B, but when inserted in (2) it results in an equal-amplitude superposition of the form
Due to the permutational symmetry (see also discussion of (12) below) the probability for detecting an |M state is (m + n) −1 . Thus the probability for property A is (m + n) −1 m, and for B it is (m + n) −1 n. In order to avoid anticipating the normalization, S is interpreted here as the time evolution of an apparatus capable of spatially separating internal states of an atom. The factors of 1/ √ m and 1/ √ n then arise automatically.
It is reassuring to note that a variety of state-separating apparatuses can be realized experimentally [9, 10] .
Consider an arrangement of m + n + 1 cavities, all of the same shape, connected by channels as indicated for m = 3 and n = 2 in Figure 1 . Let the states |A and |B correspond to internal states of an atom. If the atom is placed in cavity i, its total state is |A |i or |B |i , etc. Let us assume that channels 1, . . . , m can be passed by the atom in state |A only, channels m + 1, . . . , m + n in state |B only, and that channels can be closed individually.
Why cavities? Their point is to enable an individual treatment of parts of a wavefunction. If summand |i resides in a disconnected cavity it is screened from other summands |j = |i . We shall use this (a) to put into storage a summand that already has a desired form, and (b) to change the complex phase or internal state of a summand.
A particularly symmetric situation arises if we close all channels but one, connecting |0 to some |i . The permutation of |0 and |i is then a symmetry of the time evolution. An atom in the initial state |A |0 will evolve, after a time interval τ , into a superposition
where α and β are complex numbers. By exchanging the roles of |0 and |i we obtain from an initial state |A |i β|A |0 + α|A |i
There are two stationary cavity states, |± = |0 ± |i , for which the time evolution takes the form (omitting the |A factor for the moment)
We now postulate the system to be stable in the sense that none of the state vectors tend to zero for t → ±∞. Repeated application of (8) then implies both |α + β| 2 = 1 and |α − β| 2 = 1, which in turn implies
Thus the time evolution matrix
is unitary automatically for any τ . Its explicit dependence on τ can be seen from the group property U(τ + τ ′ ) = U(τ )U(τ ′ ) (by considering infinitesimal τ ′ and integrating up, for example):
iǫτ cos ωτ i sin ωτ i sin ωτ cos ωτ
Parameters ǫ and ω are real numbers defined by e iǫτ cos ωτ = α. Thus we recover the well-known time evolution of a symmetric two-state system without anticipating conservation of probability.
We now use the time evolution through individual channels in order to produce an equal-amplitude superposition from (2) . The iterative step is
which is accomplished by opening channel i exclusively, for a time interval
Thus we produce a unit-amplitude contribution in the ith cavity. In fact, we are allowed to consider simplified, non-normalized state vectors here because it will be the equality of amplitudes in the various cavities that matters. Starting out from the simplified state vector
we open up channels 1, . . . , m for a time interval τ m , τ m−1 , . . . , τ 1 , respectively. This brings down the amplitude of the central state |A |0 from √ m
. . , 0 while the amplitude of the central state |B |0 in the superposition is not affected. In exchange for √ m|A |0 we successively obtain terms |A |1 , |A |2 , . . . , |A |m in the superposition, all with a unit amplitude. Analogously, to deal with internal state |B we open up channels m + 1 to m + n for time intervals τ n , τ n−1 , . . . , τ 1 , respectively. In exchange for √ n|B |0 we obtain terms |B |m + 1 , |B |m + 2 , . . . , |B |m + n with a unit amplitude in the superposition. It should be stressed again that in all these steps we do not change properties A and B, we only separate them spatially. According to the discussion so far, we have arrived at a state vector
However, we have neglected the phase factors that arise from the e iǫτ of equation (9) . Moreover, there could be additional phase factors from the evolution within a cavity during times of disconnection. Hence we should rather discuss the more general expression
But phase factors for individual cavities do not pose a problem physicswise. The relation between energies and rotating phase factors, a non-statistical axiom of quantum mechanics, implies that we can get rid of the e iϕ i by temporarily increasing the potential energy of the atom (gravitationally, e.g.) in a particular cavity. Hence it actually suffices to consider expression (11).
For the assignment of probability 1/n to each of the cavity states of (11) we must bring out the permutational symmetry among all m + n states more clearly. Again it is helpful to have the internal atomic states A and B separated in space. From the "experimental" procedure we know that in cavities m + 1, . . . , m + n the internal state is necessarily |B . To these cavities we now apply a π pulse so as to rotate |B into |A . Thus we finally arrive at a state of the form
whose permutational symmetry with respect to all cavities is obvious. For example, we could swap the contents of cavities i and j without changing the state vector. Thus the probability for detecting the atom in a particular cavity is 1/n. From the conduct of the experiment it follows what this means for the probabilities of A and B.
The argument is easily extended to superpositions involving more than two internal states of an atom,
Successively, each component √ n i |A i is transformed by n i applications of (10) into n i unit-amplitude terms of a grand superposition analogous to (11).
